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Abstract - Tourism has been known as one of sector in contributing to develop economic growth for some region. Thus, it is 
important to maintain sustainable tourism activity in some destinations. As the effort in increasing tourists activity with keep 
their revisit intention and recommendation willingness to the other according from their experience. Provider has to 
understand the basic source of experience come from developing service. Establish the design of service has to adapt on the 
technology and information rapidly, innovation and co-creation experience in tourism service as the important keys. As 
scientifically researcher emphasizes to answer how quality service increased by value co-creation approach and it influenced 
to whole tourists experience (Zatori, 2013). This study takes an observation of service blueprint in Geology Museum as 
heritage tourism in Bandung City which carries out some critical points which potentially decreasing tourists’ experience by 
understanding the initial service and value blue print that visitor received. Thus, some suggestion provided to 
improvetourists’ experience. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
As a well-known tourism city destination (urban) in 
Indonesia, Bandung have number of popular 
destination object such as historical site, culinary, 
fashion, craft, art, amusement park, and other 
supporting attraction that integrate authentic local 
culture to engage with tourist experiences. Those 
popularity was successfully bringing Bandung 
become number four rank of the most favorite 
destination in Asia (CNN Indonesia) and gaining 6 
billion tourists in 2014. Geology Museum as heritage 
tourism apart of urban tourism in Bandung City is 
one of the oldest historical site of heritage tourism 
destination in Bandung City. Built in the middle of 
17th century, Geology Museum designated to provide 
the information related to geology and see some 
interesting collections, such as the fossil of first 
human being in the world, the skeleton fossils of 
prehistoric animals, rocks, minerals, and meteorite. 
The numbers of collections bring its popularity 
especially for student scientist. 
 
Its popularity success invite more than 1 thousands 
visitors per day in weekday and almost 7 thousands 
visitors per day in weekend. The spectacles number 
of visitors leads Geology Museum to challenges in 
balancing service supply. It could be from 
infrastructure, collections, layout, program, and staff 
service that influence whole visitor experience. 
Visitors’ experience supposed to be main 
consideration to revitalize tourism in Bandung City. 
The tourist involvement as end-user of tourism 
becomes key resources to produce renewal innovation 
in service. The service from Geology Museum in this 
study is enhanced using service-dominant logic 
(SDL) approach to promote innovation in order to 
increase service productivity at service system of 
Geology Museum. SDL also aims to design value 

interaction within service of provider and visitor and 
forecast strategy also decision in the future. By using 
service and value design in SDL, we emphasize to 
answer how value co-creation approach increases the 
quality of Geology Museum’s service and how it 
influence to whole tourists experience. Thus, as 
preliminary these study to explore service design of 
Geology Museum in Bandung City as a product of 
heritage tourism.  
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Urban tourism might be viewed by three approaches 
[1]. First, the supply of tourism facilities in urban 
areas, where the categorization and inventories of 
facilities by geographers has led to research on the 
distribution of hotels, restaurants, attractions, 
shopping, nightlife and other tourist-related service. 
Second, the demand for urban tourism, where 
research has largely been descriptive to establish who 
visit urban tourist destinations, why they visit, the 
patterns and behavior of tourist activities, and the 
ways in which such destinations are perceived by 
visitors. Third, policy perspective on urban tourism, 
generated by planners and the private sector, which 
are not widely disseminated and restricted to those 
organizations who generate the studies or who have 
vested interest in the tourism sector. 
There are various types of tourism districts, which 
have distinct identities, and present their overall role 
in advancing urban tourism [2]. Historic district, the 
protection of special landmarks by halting demolition 
and upgrading streetscapes not onlymaintains the 
historic value of these areas, but it also creates growth 
potential and iscentral to the economic a fairs of 
cities. Entertainment district, the attractive 
facilities.Sport district as strategies to promote 
culture, leisure, and entertainment as a way 
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torejuvenate the urban core have also included sport. 
Then theme park and support district. 
Heritage tourism is a subgroup (cluster) of the urban 
tourism in Bandung City. It haskey concept as 
physical remains of the past and natural landscapes to 
the experience oflocal cultural traditions [3,4] which 
able toattract visitor as tourist in those occasion. In 
the wide spectrum [4-8] the idea of heritage tourism 
as aphenomenon based on tourists’motivations and 
perception rather than on the specific 
siteattributes.There are 20 destinations in heritage and 
architectural cluster at Bandung City. Theobservation 
by researcher, Geology Museum is one of a well-
known destination inheritage tourism with hundred-
thousand collections which successfully attract more 
thanthousand visitors per day in working days and 
almost 7.000 visitors in the end of week.One of the 
aim Geology Museum developed is to provide the 
information related togeology and see some 
interesting collections, such as the skull (fossil) of 
first humanbeing in the world, the skeleton fossils of 
prehistoric animals, rocks, minerals, 
andmeteorite.Geology Museum have two levels of 
floor. At the first floor they provide simulationroom 
of Geology at Indonesia, history of life (earth), 
interactive fossil excavations,auditorium, and 
souvenir corner. Then the second floor there are 
geology resources andsimulation area of disaster 
related to geology such as earthquake and volcano 
eruption. 
With those infrastructure and collection, Geology 
Museum has adequate facility asone of source to 
attract the visitor. But in practically those resources 
can’t be delivered byits self, there are involvement of 
process (service) to bring it to visitors’ perception 
inorder to gain their attraction which also influence 
quality of the visitors’ experience. AsParasuraman et 
al [9] defined that Service quality is: ‘an inference 
about thesuperiority of a product or service based on 
rational assessment of characteristics orattributes, or 
an affective judgment, an emotional response similar 
to an attitude’ [10].Heritage tourism attraction 
discussed how the visitors get the level quality of 
theirexpectation [11-12] and it consider by number of 
aspectsof service delivery [10]. While service 
associated with all aspects inthe museum such as 
security, collection, layout, events, technology, and 
the museumstaff. The staff is the key action in 
context whole visitor experience [10] and the visitors 
who determined value of service purposed [13,14]. 
Whole visitor experience must represent of 
integration of those allaspects includes the 
collaboration among service providers as same as 
necessary toprovide core service experience.Some 
studies try to explore tourists’ perception of tourism 
product and the service byusing service quality 
approach from Parasuraman to increase visitors’ 
satisfaction whichtaking Geology Museum as the 
example. However, those studies mostly discuss 
abouthow the visitors’ perception to product and 

seeking relation communication service tovisitors’ 
satisfaction while the other studies try to identify 
service from their system byusing blue print and the 
influence of value co-creation between provider to 
customer andprovider to the other provider for 
increasing the level of satisfaction in order 
to(integration) whole visitor experience and develop 
service innovation. 
 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Service Flow Observation 
Growing with its popularity, Geology Museum attract 
more than thousands tourists per day and almost six 
thousands tourists in the weekend. Almost 500 people 
from 4 groups who fulfill the museum during 2 hours. 
While at the same time the individual visitor try to 
reach and explore the information in gallery. Then 
frequently the individual visitor crosses the crowding 
group movement especially in the only one stairs at 
the museum. Although numbers of tour guide 
provided and restoration in several area has been 
implemented to improve museum’s services. There 
are more homework for GeologyMuseum to gain 
total tourists experience. 
Regarding to researcher observation there are some 
steps that visitors have to follow in consuming the 
experience of urban tourism at Geology Museum of 
Bandung City. Startingfrom visitor enters the parking 
area by using manual parking service (without 
parking machine) that security (in parking area) direct 
to place visitors’ car then give parking card. 
Continually visitor didn’t find any information board 
of direction how to get a ticket expects a small ticket 
sign in front of ticket counter which placed in the 
outside of museum. Then, visitors enter the inside of 
museum by security ticket-check and direct visitors to 
put their bag in the locket counter. Unfortunately, 
visitors are not be assisted by the attendant or tour 
guide. Thus, visitors should ask the direction how to 
take around the museum then they just show visitors 
to the information counter at opposite side. In the 
information counter, the visitor only get a gallery 
map without any flow direction and tour guides are 
only available for big group (more than 20 people).  
Finally, visitors take around the museum without any 
guidance flow to inherent whole heritage experience 
tourism.Thus, there are some critical points which 
potentially reducing visitor satisfaction in visiting 
Geology Museum. The keyproblems are availability 
of clear and efficient information flow, layout of first 
stage in entering the museum, and guidance or 
direction to explore the museum besides later we 
discuss management of visitor as same as important 
factor to examine visitor experience. 
By using service blueprint, the problem with the 
operational efficiency can be detected. It is a tool to 
describe the interaction among service process which 
divided into different line of stage. Line of interaction 
represents the phase while visitor meet the element of 
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provider as front stage. Line of visibility is the 
transition stage from front stage interaction 
(activities) to backstage interaction when the visitor 
cannot see the internal service process. Whereas, line 
of internal interaction is the phase for the other 
(external) element get into the service system in order 
to support or enhance the service. 
 
B. Initial Service Blueprint 
The initial service blueprint emerged from 
observation and interview to visitors and also staff of 
museum. Line of interaction or front stage described 
visitor, who bring own vehicle, will address to 
parking area and security valet parking as their first 
interaction. Furthermore, visitor come to main 
building of Geology Museum to buy ticket at counter 
outside, receiving ticket, and enter the museum. 
Before looking around the museum, visitor have to 
put their shoulder bag at the locker desk then they 
receive the number of their locker. Those are the 
the standard procedure that visitor must have to 
follow foregoing take around the museum. 
“Visitor must buy a ticket first at the ticket counter 
before entering the museum. Our security will check 
the ticket and visitor belonging. If visitor use 
shoulder bag or bring any inconvenient stuff, visitor 
should put all of it in locker desk.” 
Security Ticket of Geology Museum, 2017. 
 
To explore more the service that visitor received 
during visiting the museum, researcher interviewed 
some visitor about their experience interaction within 
the process. It takes a line from the time of beginning 
entering parking area until they go forth from 
museum. 
“I started with parking my car, there is some security 
and give a card parking number. Then, I try to find 
ticket counter by asking the security. I bought ticket 
with the staff asked to me whether I am student or 
not. My ticket checked by security and they asked me 
to put my bag at the locker desk then they give a card 
locker. Next, I look around see the collection and 
story… a lot of skeleton, television which use 
hanging audio. In mineral room I try television –
touch screen- to select information, earthquake 
simulation, and display the dust of volcanic. Ooohh 
there are also video about earth with just press the 
button and many stones in various color and type. 
But, I don’t really like the security while I was still 
enjoying gallery, suddenly security ask all visitors to 
come out quickly in impolite way. Whereas, I was not 
informed before by ticketing staff or security that 
museum closed early in weekend. It was really 
disturbing.” 
Anonymous Visitor (Age 26), 2017  
 
The rehabilitation of Geology Museum at 2010 make 
them provide some technological facilitation to 
enhance their service. 
“I really like this new Geology Museum. It is really 

better than my first visit to this place. Now, a lot 
technological element which combine to simulate the 
knowledge collection. But, I don’t know several 
computers are not functional any more. And now, a 
lot visitor come to Geology Museum, many group of 
children inside, too crowd and frowsy, I can’t enjoy 
reading the collection’s description because too small 
and I don’t bring any glasses. So I decided to wait 
here outside.” 
Mrs. Ida (Age 30), 2017 
 
For the backstage has a simple interaction in 
coordination and preparing ticket because the service 
in the museum let the visitor enjoy the experience by 
themselves without any production process such as 
restaurant. Therefore the backstage mostly at the first 
area while visitor come to museum, reservation (for 
big/school group only), and buy ticket. 
 
C. Initial Value Blueprint 
Based on initial service blue print, the value which 
visitor of the museum received are constructed. At 
the front stage there are four values with the first is 
historical image by mostly customer usually browse 
the information in website. Second is education, 
visitor will come to museum and museum provide the 
information of each collection in their gallery. Third 
is enjoyable by releasing any bag from visitor while 
take around the museum and museum staff take care 
it into locker. Next is about self-explore it shown 
when visitor explore the museum by reading map 
without any guidance (except school group) which 
provided in information desk. Last value is 
attractiveness from multimedia facility that provided 
by museum so the visitor can watch and hear the 
explanation of the history about geology. The 
backstage explain that value for museum such as 
when they provide website so provider able to share 
their information broadly and establish the facilities. 
Enhance in providing knowledge, secure responsible 
to protect museum collection and visitors belonging 
also, simplified human resources, and advance in 
technology and information. 
For value to the other organization, Geology Museum 
are not in partnership program currently, except 
DinasPariwisata Kota Bandung that have obligation 
to promote all tourism destination in Bandung City 
which Museum Geology including. Then, value for 
DinasPriwisata Kota Bandung is able to classified 
Geology Museum as historical and education 
destination. 
“We don’t have any partnership program with the 
other organization. It was only JICA that give CSR 
donation to rehabilitation a right part of gallery 
building at 2010.” 
Guide Staff of Geology Museum, 2016 
D. Redesigning Value Blueprint: SDL approach 
According to actual service situation of urban tourism 
in Geology Museum we propose new service system 
with value co-creation approach. Value co-creation in 
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SDL sees customer (tourist) not only end user of 
product, but also the product able to deliver the 
service and value depend on tourists’ experience. It 
creates interrelationship between provider and 
consumer (tourist) so reproduce the way of thinking, 
interaction, and innovate. Value co-creation tries to 
answer in developing whole visitor experience and 
increasing level of satisfaction in Geology Museum. 
The interaction also schemed of possibilities in co-
created beneficiary service within the providers of 
tourism industry and also integrated information in 
collecting tourist feedback from their experience. In 
addition, previous research find of the link between 
experience and revisit intentions to creative tourism 
attractions is consistent with that of past research [15-
17] in that positive tourism experiences are essential 
determinants of post-trip tourist behavior affecting 
future behavior as revisit intentions. Thus, this 
concept make tourist become agent of change for 
provider in tourism industry to create beyond tourists’ 
experience in the future. 
The tourist experience is the culmination of a given 
experience that can be influenced by individual, 
environment, situational and personality-related 
factors as well as the degree of communication other 
people [18]. Therefore, the visitors experience as an 
emotional marketing key which influence the other 
potential visitors. In developing a total experience, 
it’s highly suggested to integrate all service from pre-
visit, during visit, and post-visit. Relevant 
information is a critical service from provider to 
establish tourist expectation about their preference in 
decision-visit process. Then, the information 
distributed in several channel such as website, social 
media, travel agent, hotels, restaurants, and so forth. 
It emphasize that Geology museum have to start 
expand their channel of information (Figure 1). 
Virtual information by using own-website or ICT will 
help Geology Manager to control the information and 
also as enabler value co-creation in preference-
information and experience for tourist. In the other 
words, it enable able to integrated service and 
attraction for tourist with information system to 
propose relevancy with their preference. 
For during visit experience tourist will evaluate 
regarding to their expectation and perception while 
exploring museum service. Therefore, we proposer-
design their service of responsiveness, tangible, 
communication, consumable, and empathy 
dimensions into efficient, attractive, and helpful for 
the tourist. Started by visitor entering the parking area 
by using parking machine to strengthen security 
reason. Continually visitor able to find information 
board for direction how to get a ticket and using a big 
ticket sign in front of ticket counter clearly which 
placed in the outside of right and left main entrance 
museum. Then, visitors enter the inside of museum 
by security ticket-check and directed visitors to put 
their bag in the locket counter which aside or 
collaborate with reception or information counter. 

Visitors were assisted directly by the attendant or tour 
guide. Ideally every visitor should be guided in 
exploring museum even though they must in joint 
group with the other visitors. Therefore, the visitors 
have some information experientially not only from a 
display but also the interaction with the tour guide. In 
addition, there is a direction flow in order to a 
historical sequential experience. In the end of tour 
session, the tour guide try to attract 
(recommendation) visitor with the information about 
the other destination in Bandung then encourage the 
visitor to fill in the feedback facilitation using virtual 
facility or ICT to improve museum service. As an 
appreciation from feedback contribution, the 
management of museum giving a hot deals voucher to 
visit the other tourism destination in Bandung City. 
The last step idea is propose to increase number of 
tourist or leverage market share in tourism 
destination. By using co-promotion within 
partnership will expand brand awareness and tourist 
consumption stimuli. Collaboration with other 
providers in joint marketing also to build integrated 
market share by divided into several sub group 
according to tourist segment behavior such as 
education tourist, shopping tourist, sport tourist, and 
so on. In this case we choose heritage tourist 
segmentation. Reflecting to post-visit which tourist 
experience influence to their behavior at future 
expectation, it become a challenge for Geology 
Manager in improving their service. To improve a 
service it come from tourist feedback which not only 
produce information to control quality of their 
experience but also to improve the quality of what 
provider proposed. It makes tourist with their 
knowledge as source of innovation for Geology 
Museum. Figure 2 illustrated some new values which 
provider or management of the museum able to 
propose to the visitors. Shifting from educational 
proposes only to attractiveness of museum with 
consider visitor judgment of pre visit, during visit, 
and post visit. By using high tech technology, 
satisfaction between information and actual 
condition, simplicity by arranging simple layout for 
entering the museum, enjoyable without ring any bag, 
helpful by tour guide facility and direction flow then 
building live interaction, enhance further information 
clearly about the other tourism destination in 
Bandung city by poster/flyer/TVC and tour guide 
explanation, accepting in contribution to improve 
museum service, and finally appreciation value after 
the visitor fill in feedback form. 
 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
There are several challenges for Geology Museum 
Bandung to improve their service in gaining quality 
of tourists’ experience. According to the observation 
and interview conducted to tourist they faced lack of 
direction information when they visit the museum.It 
impact to obscurity in the information service. 
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Tourist’s confusing becomes a firstimpression in their 
visiting experience. It more completely with all staffs 
didn’t scratch asmile in their face to make tourists as 
visitors are unwelcomed in the museum. 
The place-point as entrance, lockers, and reception as 
information desk is complicatedfor tourists to feel as 
sequence direction. Moreover, the map are limited 
and only givegallery location information. Therefore, 
it only give to visitors if they ask to the receptionbut 
it all after first confusion happened and museum 
didn’t provide personal tour guideexcept the map. 
Those critical factors to package tourists’ experience 
increased by limitedspace capacity when receive a 
big numbers of group at the same time and 
irrelevantdesign interior of the building according to 
geology theme. 
This paper proposes service design to find the 
obstacle and using SDL toconceptualize the 
systematic behavior in applying service system. The 
result is proposenew design to their service and value 
blue print to answer number of problems. 
Byimplementing those concept, Geology Museum 
able reduce uncomfortable factors whichprevent in 
gaining quality of tourists’ experience. 
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Figure 1. Proposed Service Blueprint in Geology Museum Bandung using SDL 
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